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Abstract. It is shown that for the presentation (a, h: abhaah = A ) of the Jantzen monoid .I no 
tinite complete rewriting system exists that is based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering. However, a 
finite complete rewriting system is given for a different presentation of J that has four generators. 
Further, a finite complete rewriting system is given for the presentation (a, b, c; abc ~7 cba) of the 
Greendlinger group G. This system induces a polynomial-time algorithm for the word prc;hlem 
for G. 
lntmduction 
Recently there has been considerable interest in rewriting systems because of their 
applications to theorem proving, specifications of abstract data types, program 
transformation and synthesis, algebraic simplification, etc. [8, 10, 14,201. Many 
problems arise in the study of rewriting systems, e.g., the proolems of termination, 
partial correctness, and confluence. One way to investigate these problems is to 
restrict one’s attention to simple types of algebraic structures such as monoids, 
which have been used very successfully [2-71 giving results about string rewriting 
systems. It is hoped that the results reached in this way will give some insight into 
what can and what cannot be expected in the general situation. 
in this note we address the problem of constructing finite complete rewriting 
systems for finitely presented monoids that are known to have decidable word 
problems. 
Let (I; T) be a finite presentation of a monoid M, where G is a finite alphabet 
(set of generators) and T is a fi;:ite Thue system over - r (set of defining relations!. 
The r~rd prohlenz for ( C; 7’) is the following problem: 
INSTANCE: Two words U, v E C*. 
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QI.ESTION: Do u and u represent the same element of the monoid M, i.e., are II 
and L’ congruent with respect to the Thue congruence generated by T? 
It is we!1 known that in general the word problem for finitely presented monoids 
is undecidable. Now assume that we ‘Know that the word problem for (2; T) is 
decidable. Then we would like to have an algorithm for actually solving this problem. 
Let R be a finite rewriting <system over S such that this rewriting system generates 
exacfly the same congruence over 2 as the Thue system T. If R is complete, then 
for each congruence class [u] (u E - y‘“) there is a unique representative ii E Z* with 
respect to R, and for all u E [u] each R-chain Etarting ~!,ith c finally reaches li. Hence, 
ir? this situation the rewriting system R induces an algorithm for the word problem 
for (I’; T) in a natural way. This is one of the reasons for considering rewriting 
systems in the context of word problems for monoids and groups. 
We say that the presenration ( 2‘: T) adtnils a rewiring qsletn having certain 
properties if there exists a rewriting system R over the given set of generators 1; 
such that the rewriting system R and the Thue system T both generate the same 
congruence over 2‘ and R has the desired properties. We will be concerned with 
the question of whether a given mesentation admits a rewriting system that has 
certain specific properties such as being finite, being noetherian, being confluent, etc. 
Nnw it may turn out that a given presentation does not admit a rewriting system 
of the desired form. Remember, our goal is to find a ‘nice’ algorithm for the word 
problem. Fortunate!y, the decidability as well as the complexity of the word problem 
are independent of the chosen finite presentation, i.e., if (2; 73 and (I’: T’) are 
two finite presentations of the same monoid. then the word problem for (I: r) is 
decidable if and only if the word problem for (2”; T’) is decidable, and both 
problems are of the same complexity (see, e.g., [I]). Therefore, we may seek a 
rewriting system of the desired form for a ditferezt presentation of the same monoid. 
NC say a motwid M adtnits n re#v-ilittg .ywet?f having certain properties if one of 
the presentations of M does so. 
In the following we want to present finite complete rewriting systems for two 
one-relator groups known in the literature ;ls the Jantzen monoid [l5, 161 and the 
C;-eendlinger group [ I 11. 
The JLtntzen monoid J is the monoid given by the presentation ((1, h: ahhnsh :z- A ). 
I!I ! IF] Jantzetl shows that this monoid is actually ;I group, ;ind that the given 
presentation of J does not Lldtnit a tinite preperfect (to be defined h~low) system 
b>f rewriting rules. This implies in particular that the presentation (q h; c;hhaah = A 1 
Act not irdmit ;I finite complete rewriting hvstem containing length-retiuciiig rules 
onI>,. In [251 Potts constructs an intinite. but structurally simple, rewriting system 
R for (a, h; uhhacrh = A ) such that R is locally confluent, but not noetherian. 
~1lthowg.h not being noetherian. R gives a unique normal form for every element of 
6hc mt~noid J. The tiystem R is constructed from an infinite, but structurally simple, 
C[)JJlpletc rewriting SyteJn K’ for some presentation of ./ h;tviIlg four genewtors. 
f lowctcr. the system R’ is not based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering [ I XJ. 
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Were we first deduce from the results of [ 151 mentioned above that the presentation 
(a. h; abbaab = A ) of J does not admit a finite complete rewriting system that is 
based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering. Then we give a monoid presentation of J with 
four generators uch that a finite complete rewriting system for this presentation 
exists. But just as for R’ the underlying ordering is not a Knuth-Bendix ordering. 
Then the Greendlinger group G = (a, b, c; abc = cba) is considered. In [I 11, 
Greendlinger shows that the word problem for G cannot be solved by Dehn’s 
algorithm, a:thtiugh it is immediate from the theory of H NN-extensions [2 I] that 
the word problem for G is decidable in polynomial time [I]. Further, it has been 
noticed that the presentation (a, b, c; abc = cba) does not admit a finite complete 
rewriting system that is based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering [ 1’1. In [ 171 an infinite, 
but regular, complete rewriting system and a finite prepcrfect rewriting system for 
(a, b, c; ahc = cba) as? givten. 
Here we present a tinite complete rewriting system R for the presentation 
(a, b, c: abc = ha). Of cour:;e, ii: is not based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering. Then a 
polynomial-time algorithm %I 1 i the word problem for G is given. On input a word 
M’ E {a, b, cl*, this algorithm reduces w to its unique normal form with respect to R 
by performing left than 4l~I’ reduction steps. Further, it can be seen easily that the 
underlying ordering of R is a simplification ordering [9]. 
In his dissertation [S] Bauer shows hobo co construct finite complete rewriting 
systems for certain finite HN N-extensions of free groups. Since the Jantzen monoid 
.I as well as the Greendlinger group G can be considered as HNN-extensions of 
free groups, Bauer’s technique can be applied here. However, we do not use the 
results of [3] in this article to prove the completeness of our rewriting systems. 
I. Preliminaries 
In this section the basic notions and notations used throughout this note are given. 
An alphuhet Z - is a finite set whose members are called letters. The set of uw~ds 
over ,V is denoted Z*, and h denotes the empty word. In general 1~1 denotes the 
lvrrgth of the word s, and it is defined by [AI = 0, l_xal = 1x1 + I for all x E S”:, a E 2’. 
The idtwtity of words in L’* is written as =, and the roncutenation of words II and 
I’ is simply written as ZIP. As done usually we u,,e exponents to abbreviate words, 
i.e., o’):= A, md O” ” := da for all ~1 EN, 11 2 0, and all a E C. 
A Thw system T over 2 is a subset of 2? x 5'*. The 7Iue congruence- ++$ generated 
by T is the retk.ive and transitive closure of the following relation +--+ : Vu, u E 2*, 
II +-+ l L’ if and only if 
The con,qpI’uence lass [u] of a word 14 is the set {o E _‘“:I u 4-‘? c). The set of 
congruence classes forms a monoid under the operation [u]o[u] = [uv], where [A] 
is the identity [ 191. Therefore the pair ( 2; T) is called a monoid presentation. 
The elements of T are tailed the dejhing relations of this monoid presentation. 
They are o~ften written as equations, e.g., (Q, h; abbaab = A) is a presentation of the 
Jan&en monoid. 
For,V=(a,,a~,...,a,,)let~={a^,,~,,...,~,}withZ1n~=0,andlet~:=~u~. 
Then the function - ’ : 3” + z* defined by h -’ := A, (~a,)-’ := iiiX_‘, and (xiii)- ’ := 
0,s -’ for aI\ x E z*, ai E C and tii E 2 gives the formal inverse W-’ for each WON! 
w E z? For a subset L of _ C* let Tl. be the Thue system { ( M’, h ) 1 w E: L u { aa’, fia 1 Q E 2, 
ti the corresponding element of 2)). Then the monoid presented by (s; TL,) is a 
group, and the pair (& r: L) is called a groztp presentalion of this group [22]. The 
elements of L are called the defining relators of this group presentation. Since u @$, ~7 
if and only if uu ’ +-+t) A for all u, u E g”, D *foup presentations are sometimes written 
by using defining relations instead of defining relators, or even a mixed nolration is 
used (cf. [22]). 
A (string) rewriting system R over 2 is a subset of Z* x E”. The relation ag is 
the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation =& defined by: VU, t‘ C. Z*, II =& c 
if and only if 3x, y E E*, (cY,P)ER. (tr=~xa!t and I.I=.x/~_v~. With ++$ we denote 
tht3 Thue congruence generated by R in the obvious way. Notice that -K is nothing 
but the symmetric closure of +,+ We say that the rewriting system R is 
i I ) noetheriaI1 if and only if there is no infinite chain s1 +R s? =+, .Y, aR - 9 - ; 
i 2) uImosf noefherian if and only if for all II E C* the set {V E S* 1 II 3% u} is finite, 
i.c.. the chain II 3: c may contain cycles; 
l-3 j 1mr.d~~~ cor~flucnr if and only if Vs, _Y, z E 2‘*, s 3, >* and s =+R 2 imply that 
there is a td F L* Gttl ~9 =G$ u and z =G$ tr; 
(4) cor!f7uent if and only if Vs, Y, z c Z”, x +% .V and s 3% z imply that there is 
;t 14’ 2’* with 1’ =$ II and z =G$ rt; 
( 5 ) prqw-c)ci if and only if the following three conditions arc satisfied: 
ri, V(tY,p)E R, ILY\+$’ l.e., W-I rule of R is length-increasing, 
(ir) Vkk. PIE R, if \crl =ip/, then also i /3, de R, 
!iii) R is confluetlt. 
Notice that when R satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) stated above then R is 
preperfect if and only if R consi,‘: red as a Thue system is preperfect [5]. 
Finally, a rewriting s) stem R is called conlplete if it is noetherian and confluent. 
A complete rewriting syst :m R over z’ gives for every word II E L’* a unique normal 
Corm li, and each :a,-chak starting with II finally reaches ;i. 
I!’ R is noe:tE, .% ;,in, then the properties of being Ideally confluent and of being 
confluent ~in~id~ for R according to Newman’s Theorem (see, e.g., [ 12, Lemma 
2.41). Further.. in this situation it is decidable whether R is (locally) confluent by 
qF!yng Nkat’s criteria [23]. However, it is undecidable in general whether a finite 
rewriting system is noetherian [ 131. 
If’ R is preperfect, the relaiitin ==$ K is almost noetherian, but in general it is not 
mwh%m. Ho~t,‘t’t’r, onf c:iil define a normal form 1: E L* for each 14 E 1” such 
t hill 6; rr a 11 L’ 61 2”+. l( f--) 5 _’ implies that L‘ -z ri. Notice that it is undecidable in 
~~eral whether it given fi lite rewriting system is preperfect [ZZ]. 
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We say that a rewriting system R is based on an ordering < of C* if and only if 
for all (ry, p) E R, a > p. Hence, if R is based on some well-founded ordering, then 
R is noetherian. In this connection, the Knuth-Bendix orderings, KB orderings for 
short, are of special interest [ 181; see also [ 12,141. Let C = {a,, . . . , a,,,}, and let 
g: C + l+/ be a function satisfying g( a,) > 0 for i < m. Then g can be extended to C* 
by g(ai, . l l ai,) := &, g( ai,), and g(u) is called the weight of the word u. Now the 
KB ordering cR is defined as follows: Vu, u E X*, u <,uifandonlyif(i)g(u)<g(v), 
or (ii) g(u,,,)=O, u=aL and u= atn for some 0 < i <j, or (iii) g( u) = g( U), u = LliU’, 
and u = UjV’ with i ‘j or (i = j and u’ cR 0’). According to [I81 every KB ordering 
is well founded. 
Notice that in [ 181 the KB orderings are defined for free term algebras containing 
at least one constant. Our notion of a KB ordering is derived from that one given 
in [ 181 by interpreting every letter a E C as a unary functiou symbol and by taking 
the empty word h as a con!;tant. Since then every ground term contains exactly one 
occurrence of the constant .&, we may ignore this constant .;t entirely. 
Let (Z: T) be a monoid presentation, and let R be a rewriting system. The system 
R is called a rewriting system,for the presentation (2; a) if R c 2”: x C” ;dnd if the 
two Thue congruences w$ and *g coincide. 
In the following we will be dealing with different presentations of the same 
monoid. We +ll say that a presentation ( ,f: ; T! admits a rewriting system with certain 
properties to mean that there exists a rewriting system R which is a rewriting system 
for this presentation, i.e., R cs 2* x 2*, and w:T = wz, and which has the required 
properties. If no such system exists then we lNil1 say that the presentation (1; T) 
does not admit a rewriting system with these properties. A monoid M admits a 
rewriting system with certain properties, if one of the presentations of M does SO. 
2. The Jantzen monoid 
The monoid .I given by the monoid presentation (a, h; ahbaah = A ) is considered. 
In [IS] Jantzen proves that this monoid is actually a group, and that the presentaticjn 
(a, b; abhaah = A) does not admit a finite preperfect rewriting system, i.e., there 
does not exist a finite preperfect rewriting system R over {a, !J} such that the Thue 
congruence generated by R ;tnd the Thue congruence generated by the Thue system 
(( nbbaab, A ,) coincide. .n particular, this implies th3t the presentation 
((J, b; trhbntrh - A ) does not admit a finite complete rewriting .;ystem all the rules of 
whit!? are length-decreasing. However, the result of [15] cited above implies even 
more. 
Theorem I. There does not exist a jinite complete rewriting .ystem *for the presentation 
(a, b; abbnab = h ) qf .I such that this reM*ritiny system is bused on a KR ordering. 
Proof. Let u, t’ E (a, b)” with u +P % P, where T is the Thue system (( abbatab, A )}. If 
!ul+(,thenthereissome /E/W, kfO,suchthatlul,+3k=Ivi~,andlulh+3k=lulh. 
Here 1 win (I n-lb) denotes the n-length (b-length) of W, i.e., the number of occurrences 
of the letter a (h) in MY. 
Now let + be a KB ordering on {u, b}“, and let R = {( Ui, UJ 1 i = I, . . . , n} be a 
complete rewriting system for the presentation (a, b ; abbaub = A ) of J such that R 
is based on the ordering <m. Then we have ldi l > Q, and Ui ~f$ Vi for i = I, . . . , TV. 
Assume [u,I < lu,f for some i. Then /u,I, < Iuil~~, and luil,> < IUilh implying that g(ui) < 
g( v,), where g is the weight-function associated with 4. Thus, ldi < Ui, a contradiction. 
Hence, no rule of R is length-increasing. 
Let R, ={(o, L&U, uk R and lul=lul}. befine R’ to be Ru R,. Then for each 
length-preserving rule (II, u) E R’ also (u, u) E R’. Obviously, R’ generates the same 
Thue congruence over {a, h} as R does, and so R’ is another finite rewriting system 
for the presentation t a, h; uhhuut~ = h ). 
Let s, _v, z c (a, h)” with s +g+ and _X +z$, z. Then ~1 t)$ z, and hence ‘~9 W$ z. 
Since W is confluent, R satisfies the ‘Church-Rosser’ property by [ 12, Lemma 2.11, 
i.e., there exists some t4 E {a, !I}* such that ~7 +z u and z +g ~1. Now R being a 
subsystem of R’ impiies that y =Yj$ u and z =$$j, U, and so R’ is confluent. Thus, R’ 
is ;II finite preperfect rewriting system for the presentation (u, h; ubbuub = A ), contra- 
dictkg [IQ [I 
NOW the question arises of whether there exists any finite complete rewriting 
system for the monoid J. In [2S] Potts gives an infinite, but structurally simple, 
complete rewriting system for a presentation of .I that has four generators. Here we 
strengthen this result by giving a finite complettt rewriting system for a specific 
monoid pr*~~wtation of J over a four-letter alphabet. 
Let /’ -z {(I, x, ti, s), and let T denote the T-hue system ;( ai.. A 1, (ikl, A I, (x‘s, A ), 
( .C.Y, h ), ( w-u, f’) / over 1: 
Rewriting the latter group presentation into ;t monoid presentation Gelds .I 2 
i d, .Y, ii, .f : T)=N: T) ;-.; 
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Theorem 3. R is a jinite complete rewriting system for the presentation (r; T) of the 
Jantzen monoid J. 
Proof. The group presentation (a, X; ha = 2’) of J shows that as a group J can be 
considered as an HNN-extension of the free group (X ; 4) with stable letter a and 
associated subgroups (x) and (x’) [Zl]. Hence the results of [3] could be used to 
prove our theorem. However, we want to give a proof that does not use the theory 
of HNN-extensions. 
First observe that R generates the same Thue congruence over I’ as the Thue 
system T does. Hence, R Is in fact a finite rewriting system for the presentation 
(T; T). By checking all the ‘critical pairs’ [ 121 it can be seen easily that R is locally 
confluent. Thus, it remains to prove that R is noetherian. 
The a-length of a work1 is reduced by applying the rules ati + A and aa -+ A, and 
it is kept unchanged by applications of the remaining rules. Hence it is sufficient 
to show that R, = R - { aa’ + h, iia + A} is noetherian. 
For w = lr,a’Iu,a“‘. . . atAuk, ui E {x, _Z}*, P, E {*l), define 
Consider th.: kxkdgraphic ordering B~,_~ on N’ ’ ‘, which is well founded. Then we 
. . 
have for 311 tq E I -*, if w k+, w,, then v( W) -Y ,, +, r( w, ). Hence, there is no infinite 
chain w =&! W, ‘=$,, H’J 3, - * - , and so R, is noetherian. 
Thus. R is actually d l-iniue complete rewriting system for the presentation (I 7; 7’) 
of the monoid .I. c! 
Notice that the rewriting system R is not based on a KB ordering. This follows 
from the fact that the rules 6~ + _& and LK-+ sk both are in R, since the rule 
&Y + .?c7 would imply that ,q( A-) 3 2,q( 2). while the rule ti_f -+ x’ti woul(i imply that 
q(S) 2 2g(s ), which is impossible since at least one of g( _I-) and g(f) is greater 
than 0. 
There remain two questio,ls in connection with the existence of finite complete 
rewriting systems for the monoid J. Does there at all exist a finite complete rewriting 
system for the presentation (a, h: ahhaah I= A ) of J, and is there a finite presentation 
of J such that there exists a finite complete x ti riting system R’ for this presentation, 
where R’ is based on a KB ordering‘! Notice that the word problem for J is solvable 
in deterministic log space [26]. 
3. The Greendlinger group 
Now we are going to consider the Greendlinger group G = (a, b, c; c&c = cba). In 
[ 1 I] Greendlinger shows that the word problem for G cannot be solved by Dehn’s 
algorithm, anu it has been observed [ 171 that l;he Knuth-Bendix completion 
algorithm does not terminate for G no matter which KB ordering is used. Hence, 
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the given presentation of G does not admit a finite complete rewriting system that 
is based on a KB ordering. However, as we will see, there does exist a finite complete 
rewriting system R for this presentation of G. 
Definition 4. Let Z: = {a, 6, cl, and let R denote the following rewriting system 
This finite rewriting system R over g generates the same congruence over F as 
the group presentation (2; ahc = cba), as shown in the following lemma. For u, 
t’-z* we write u =ci u if the words u and u are congruent with respect to this 
presentation. 
Proof. ‘=Y. It suffices to prove that (I, r) c R implies I =ci r. This holds obviously 
for the six trivial relations. 
Now 
and 
‘C. It suffices to prove that the defining relation ahc = cha satisfies abc -$ da. 
Hut this holds obviously. Cl 
Hence, R is a finite rewriting system for the given presentation of G. Since 
(a?, hab) E R, the system R is not based on a KB ordering. Now we define an 
ordering on z* as follows: 
.rb-,, . . . _I-,, ) :- y g( .y,, )j’ ’ 
I I 
for all k 2 2, xi, E {b, cl. 
(ii 1 Let a’ denote a, and a ’ denote ii. 
For x = _q,a ’ 1 .I- I . . . d~s, and _I* = yoap~_r, . . . spy*,, A-,, ~1, E {b, c}“, F,, ,u, E {*I), 
define: .Y’-‘- ~9 if and only if 
(i) r-cl, or 
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(ii) r= Iand{3i~r,Vj=1,...,r-i:Ei<LciandEi+,-~,+i),~r 
(iii) r=IandVi=I,...,ir,F,=~iand{3i~rVj=1,...,r-i:g(x,)cg(y,)and 
gix;+,) = g(Vi+j)). I 
It can be checked easily that all rules (I, r) E R satisfy I >> r. Thus the rewriting 
system R is based on <<, and hence in order to prove that R is noetherian, it suffices 
to show that << is a well-founded ordering. 
Lemma 7. l%e relarion s is a linear ordering on &*. 
Proof. Clearly, << is anti-symmetric, since the function g: (6, c)“+ N is injective, 
and it can be seen easily by case analysis that << is also transitive. Now let 
x - = _q,aFlx, . . . a?,, and J’S yOaply, . . . ap’y, with -Xi, J’i E {6, c)“. Pi, pi E {f I), and 
assume that s f _K Then we have to show that either _x<< JJ or that y << X. If r < 1, 
then x << _v, and if I c r, then _v << x. So assume that r = 1. If aFl . . . a’r f apl . . . a@‘, 
then there is some i crsuchthat Ei.‘pi,but &,+;=pi+jforallj=l,...,r-~.Now 
either P, < pi or pi < Ei, implying .I << y or y << X, respectively. So we may assume 
that ei=pi for i=l,..., r. Since x + y this gwes that there is some is r such that 
-Xi f _Y,, but ?I, +i z J,+, for all j = I, . . . , r - i. Rut g: {b, c}” + N is injective, and hence 
g(Si) Z g(yi), I.e., either g(x; I< g(yi) implyix; x << y, or g(yi) < g(X,) implying y << X. 
Thus, c< is in fact a linear ordering of z*. El 
Lemma 8. The linear ordering << is well founded. 
Proof, We have to prove that for all non-empty subsets IV of z* there-exists a least 
element s E IV, i.e., x << _Y for all ~7 E N -{x}. So let IV be a non-empty subset of C*. 
Define k:=min(rl3z~ N,l&+I&= I’}, and fi={z~ A/11& +(z(,=k). Then each 
element~~~~isoftheformt~z,,a’~~,...a’~z,withzi~jb,c}*,~i~{f1}.Obviously 
we have, for all z E 6 and all _I’ E N - 3, z << y. 
Now{-1,~1}~canbewellorderedasfollows:~~,,...,el,)a(~,,...,~~)ifand 
onlv if 3iskk, Vj= l,..., k-i, c,+, and F~~,=P,+,. For ~y~{-l,+l}~ define _ 
A(, ={_‘~~111~,(=)1a’i...a’h withru=(F,,...,Fk)),whereIII,,denotestheprojec- 
tion from s* onto {a, a)*, and let p = min,,{ N,, # fl}, where the minimum is taken 
with respect to e. Then for all z E: /VP and all _Y E- N - A$ we have z << _Y. 
Let 
and 
For i = I, . . . , k we define inductively 
AA _i = min,{3z E IVP.k _ i+i, Z 3 z,l2’lZ, . . . aFLzk and ~(ZX_ --,) = I} 
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and 
NP,k-i = {Z E 
i 
Then we have for 
z;aF’z: . . . f.1~~2~ from 




all i = 0, 1, . . . , k and all z = q-,aFlzl . . . u%k and z’ = 
Np,i,thatzj~zIforj=i,i+1,...,k.SinceN#0,allNp,ifO. 
x E N such that No,0 = {x}. From the construction of NP,0 it 
that XC y for all y E N -{x}. Thus, the ordering << is well 
Hence, the rewriting system R is in fact noetherian. By checking all the critical 
pairs it can be seen easily that R is locally confluent, and so R is confluent. Thus, 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. ‘17he system R is ajnite complete rewriting system for the given presentation 
qf the Greendlinger group G. 
The rewriting system R can be used to solve the word problem for G. But vhat 
is the complexity of an algorithm that solves the word problem for G, and ilkat is 
based on R? 
For w E 5” let 6 denote the normal form of w with respect o R. 
Theorem 10. There exists u pdynomial-time algorithm that on input w E z* computes 
an R-chain from w to $ that contains less than 4iw(” reduction steps. 
Proof, Consider the following procedure (P) which on input MY E&* reduces w to 
i by applying rules of R. 
WI begin input w E g*; 
(Ii w := ef( w) : (* pf denotes the free reduction * ) 
(2) I:= 1 wit, +jwjii ; (* w = w&hj . . . a%,*) 
(3) for i:=Oto I- 1 do 
if the letter uF’ 1 has not been cancelled then 
(4) begin u := sufix of MJ that begins with the letter a” 1; 
(51 M’ :== prefix of w of length [WI - I UI ; 
(6) u A; := u 
(71 W := concatenation of u’ and II : 
(9 M’ :== pf( w) 
end 
end. 
Lines (4) to (7) say that the suffix of w beginning with the letter aFI-i is substituted 
by its normal form. Of course the reductions in lines (1), (6) and (8) are applications 
of rules of the rewriting system R. When line (4) is executed for some i, and if 
\S’ f w,,a t. I . . . wl , , a Fi ’ V,L7p’Vi_ 1 . . . aMI v,, at that moment, then the subword 
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apwi_, . . . a’+ v. is irreducible with respect o R. Hence, when line (6) is executed, 
nontrivial reductions are applied only to the subword a El-1 v,. At most 1 vi1 reductions 
can be applied to a ‘l-~~, and the resulting normal form of aF’-lVi is of length s 1 Vi1 +3. 
Thus, during the execution of lines (4) to (7) the length of w is increased by at most 
2, and so at most It)il +ilwl+ 1 s $1~1 reductions take place during the execution of 
lines (4) to (8). 
Hence, altogether the number of reductions is bounded above by 
I-I 
‘iwl+ x ;(lw1+2i)=lw1(;+;I)+3 ‘i’ i~2(w~*+$~w~*<4~~[~. 2 
i=O i = I 
Thus, on input w E g* procedure (P) cornlputes an R-chain from w to 6 that contains 
less than 41 WI* reduction steps. Obviously, (P) can be carried out in polynomial 
time. Cl 
When each letter of 2 is considered as a unary function symbol, then a word 
over & can be interpreted as the composition of the corresponding functions, e.g., 
abcii g a( b( c( ii(x)))). Now it can be seen easily that the ordering << is a simplification 
ordering [9]. 
However, also for the Greendlinger group it remains the question of whether a 
finite com!$ete rewriting system based on a KB ordering can be found for a different 
presentation of G. Of course, of special interest would be a finite complete rewriting 
system containing length-decreasing rules only, since this would give a linear-time 
algorithm for the word problem [5]. 
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